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1. Motivation and Objectives
In the history of neutron physics, the numerical experi-

ment has played an important role for its advancements.

Also, the computational technology has been an indispensa-

ble tool for solving various engineering problems in the

nuclear industry, such as the reactor core design, thermal

hydraulics, safety design, structural design, etc. It is said that

“Design by Analysis” and/or “Computer-Aided R&D

(CAR&D)” will be the crucial technology for the future

developments in this field. With these view, in 2002, the

Atomic Energy Society of Japan founded the Division of

Computational Science and Technology, which aims for pro-

moting the exchange of broad range of knowledge and expe-

riences of the computational technologies in the atomic ener-

gy field. The Division of Computational Science and

Technology triggered off the establishment of a research

committee on “the Large Scale Simulation” in AESJ, which

is also acting as a consortium for the simulation research

using the Earth Simulator in the atomic energy field (Fig. 1).

The activities of the consortium are to discuss the candidate

research projects for using the Earth Simulator, exchange the

software optimization experiences and mutually evaluate the

research outputs, and so on.

In the beginning of 2003, nine research topics were select-

ed by the consortium for applying for the collaboration proj-

ects with the Earth Simulator Center, and all of them were

approved. 218,650 node-hours (4% of the whole node-hours

available at the Earth Simulator) was given to the consor-

tium. In 2004, as is listed in the next section, eight topics out

of the previous nine ones and a new one (topic (9)) have

been selected as the collaboration projects. 205,000 node-

hours was given to the nine projects in all.

2. Subgroups
In FY2004, following nine subgroups have been approved

as the Collaboration Projects with the Earth Simulator

Center. (Name in the bracket is the group representative.)

See the report of each research subgroup for details.

(1) Large-Scale Numerical Simulations on Complicated

Thermal-Hdrauics in Nuclear Cores with Direct

Analysis Methods

(Kazuyuki Takase, JAERI)

(2) First Principles Molecular Dynamics Simulation of

Solution

(Masaru Hirata, JAERI)

(3) Research on Structure Formation of Plasmas Dominated

by Multiple Hierarchical Dynamics 

(Yasuaki Kishimoto, Kyoto University)

(4) A Simulation of the Interaction among the Pressure

Wave Propagation of Liquid Mercury, the Wall

Deformation and the Bubble Dynamics in the Mercury

Target

(Chuichi Arakawa, University of Tokyo / JAERI)

(5) Numerical Studies for Novel Superconducting

Properties and Neutron Detector Applications by

Superconductor Nano-fabrication Techniques 

(Masahiko Machida, JAERI)

(6) Electronic and Atomistic Simulations on the Irradiation

Induced Property Changes and Fracture in Materials

(Hideo Kaburaki, JAERI)

(7) First-principles Molecular Dynamics Simulation of

Oxide Layers for Radiation-Tolerant SiC Devices

(Atsumi Miyashita, JAERI)

(8) Large-Scale Simulation of Groundwater Flow and

Radioactive Nuclide Transportation 

(Hiroshi Okuda, University of Tokyo)

(9) Direct Numerical Simulation of Turbulent Flows in

Subchannels of a Tight Lattice Bundle

(Hisashi Ninokata, Tokyo Institute of Technology)
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3. Activities of the Consortium and Collaboration
among Subgroups
The consortium held meetings seven times for discussing

the effective use of the Earth Simulator, which have been the

currently available most powerful computational resource.

Through the discussions, collaboration projects, which are

for the peaceful use of the atomic energy, have been select-

ed. Also, progress and outcome of the projects were evaluat-

ed at the meetings[2]. In FY2004, meetings were held four

times for doing similar discussions. Two or three presenta-

tions, which have research interests and computational tech-

niques in common, were given at every meeting. For

instances, codes used in subgroups (6) and (7) are based on

the same first principle code VASP. Subgroups (1), (8) and

(9) are using the grid-based discretization, and the domain

decomposition and the vectorization manners can be dis-

cussed together. Besides these technical meetings, steering

committee of which members are the project (subgroup) rep-

resentatives has been held every three month for controlling

and redistributing the node-hours given to the nine projects.

Research activities of the consortium were also reported

at the special sessions at the annual conferences of the

Atomic Energy Society of Japan[1][3].

4. Future Works
The AESJ regulates that the term of the research commit-

tee is two years. However, the consortium does recognize

the importance and necessity of promoting the large-scale

simulation, especially, in the field of atomic energy research,

which is the integrated technology and has various over-

lapped interests with the other fields. The consortium is con-

tinuously expected to act as the steering committee to opti-

mize the use of large-scale computational resources, help

researchers exchange fruitful information, discuss the

research strategies and promote the effective collaborations.

Therefore, the consortium applied to the AESJ to extend its

term for additional two years, and the application was

approved.

Forthcoming mission of the consortium will be:

- continuously to discuss and promote high-end comput-

ing of the current projects using the Earth Simulator,

- enlighten other topics in the atomic energy research, and

- expand its interests in the next generation computer

environments, e.g. grid computing.
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